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From the outside, Alice’s marriage looks successful. It’s true that Ken was never her first choice,
but four decades in, she’s learned to tolerate him. Their two sons have chosen their own paths,
Tim as a successful banker and Matt a carefree globetrotter she can’t keep up with. But when
circumstances collide to make her question the life she’s quietly accepted, Alice realises she’s
been lying to herself for years.It’s time to stand up and put her own happiness first, but where do
you begin when you’ve turned your back on everything? Alice craves the support of someone
who understands her, but Tim won’t take sides and his trophy wife won’t give her the time of day.
It seems the only person she can really rely on in her new start is herself.Unless…Can her other
son come through for her? Matt’s been travelling so long that she barely knows which continent
he’s on. But could his experience as the black sheep of the family be just what she needs to
finally reveal the secret she’s bottled up for years—and find the happiness she gave up on so
long ago?Revised edition: This edition of The Other Son includes editorial revisions.

About the AuthorNick Alexander was born in 1964 in the UK. He has travelled widely and has
lived and worked in the UK, the USA and France, where he resides today. In 2015, The Other
Son was named by Ebook Tops as one of the best fiction titles of the year; The Photographer’s
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Hannah is the fourth-bestselling independently published Kindle title of all time. Nick’s novels
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Nick lives in the South of France with his partner, three friendly cats (plus one mean one) and a
few trout.
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MARRIAGE1NOVEMBERAlice slides the shoulder of the shirt over the end of the ironing board
and slowly smooths out the creases, working the iron gently back and forth. In front of her,
beyond the windowpane, the November rain lashes down, hammering the roses. They’d been so
pretty in summer, but now, like everything else, like her, really, they are merely hanging in there,
waiting for winter to pass.From the lounge, she can hear the sound of a football match on TV.
She flips the shirt over and starts on the other sleeve. She doesn’t mind ironing, in fact it’s
probably the only household task that she enjoys. There’s something satisfying about turning
that basket of jumble into piles of neatly folded order.She smooths the cuff and thinks of the
coming trip, for this is Ken’s best shirt, now ready for Mike Goodman’s funeral. There have been
so many funerals recently and she’d love to be able to skip this one. She imagines herself
standing up to say a few words. ‘Mike was always good for a sexist joke,’ she could say. ‘Mike
never failed to turn up to dinner empty-handed! Mike could always be counted on to shock
everyone with a good juicy racist remark!’She glances back out at the rain, follows, briefly, the
movement of a droplet as it makes its way down the glass. She wonders how long it takes to get
from Birmingham to Carlisle. Too long. She’s dreading the drive. Hours and hours trapped in the
car with Ken.He scares her with his driving, always has done. He looks at you when he talks to
you, that’s the thing, and on the motorway, she’d really rather he didn’t do that. Sometimes when
he turns back to the road, he actually swerves as he corrects his trajectory, and she ends up
being terse just to dissuade him from talking, just to stop him looking at her again. He gets angry
in city traffic, too – turns into a monster, in fact. And God forbid that she insult his manhood by
asking him to slow down! At weddings he gets drunk, so at least she can drive home. But at a
funeral it’s unlikely. Three or four hours each way . . . At home she can move to another room or
she can nip out to the shops. In the car, there’s no escape.She drapes the shirt on a coat hanger,



then fastens the top button. She unplugs the iron and crosses to the window to peer outside.
She chews the inside of her mouth then turns back to face the interior, crosses to the fridge and,
hoping for an alibi, looks inside. She needs to get out. This weather’s making her stir-crazy.As
she pulls on her coat in the hallway, Ken glances up at her briefly, but she can tell from his glassy-
eyed stare that he hasn’t even assimilated the fact she’s going out. His mind’s on the match, and
when his mind’s on the match it’s not available for anything else. It’s not so much that women are
better at multitasking, she thinks, it’s that men can’t do it at all.By the time she gets back, the
match has ended and the presenters are discussing what went wrong. ‘You’ve been out in this?’
Ken asks, like a hypnotist’s subject suddenly back in the room now the football is over.‘We
needed bread,’ Alice explains, waving the carrier bag at him, then shrugging out of the wet coat.
‘And I needed the walk.’‘It’s raining up there as well,’ Ken says, nodding, presumably at the out-of-
sight television set. ‘In Manchester.’‘Rain stopped play?’‘No. Nearly. They played badly though.
They were bloody awful, to be honest. Any chance of a cuppa?’Alice thinks that Ken could get up
and make his own cup of tea, that he could even, Lord forbid, make her one. ‘Of course,’ she
says, managing to say one phrase even as she thinks the other. ‘I was just about to make one
anyway.’She’s pouring the water on to the teabags when Ken appears in the doorway. He leans
on the doorjamb and looks at her blankly. He smiles but actually looks a little sad – it’s probably
because of the match. Football is generally the only thing that elicits much of an emotional
response in him these days.‘They’ve started selling Christmas decorations at Tesco,’ she says.
‘Imagine that.’‘A bit premature,’ Ken agrees.‘I asked the woman on the checkout if anyone
actually bought Christmas decorations at the beginning of November and she said I’d be
surprised. I wondered how she could tell.’‘How she could tell what?’‘Well, how surprised I’d
be!’Ken frowns at her. He’s never quite grasped Alice’s sense of humour.Alice squashes the
teabag thoughtfully against the side of the cup. ‘Do you think Tim will invite us this year? Or
should I plan to do something here?’Ken shrugs. ‘We’re barely into November, love,’ he says.‘I
think we’re still allowed to envisage events that haven’t happened yet, even in November. They
haven’t made that a crime yet. And what about Matt? Do you think Matt will come home for
Christmas?’ She pours the milk.‘I doubt it,’ Ken says. ‘He didn’t bother last year, did he?’‘Here.’
She proffers the mug.‘Thanks.’‘He was in Sydney last year, so it wasn’t really an option,’ Alice
points out as Ken turns away down the hall. ‘But now he’s in . . .’ She lets her voice fade away
and exhales slowly. Because Ken has vanished from view. ‘Spain maybe?’ she mutters. ‘Or is it
France?’ She glances at the countertop and wonders where Matt’s most recent postcard has got
to.She imagines Matt sleeping under a bridge somewhere, like that singer he used to go on
about all the time. The one who killed himself. Nick something. She has always feared that Matt
will somehow end up badly. Perhaps it’s just because every pop star he ever worshipped was
dead. Nick Drake, that was the one. And that chap from The Doors. There was the guy from that
Australian band, too, and the one from Deaf Tiger or whatever they were called. He talked about
dead pop stars so much that she knew all their names, became quite the expert. Tim liked ABBA
and ELO. He liked bright bouncy music that even she could sing along to. Whereas Matt was



always drawn to the dark side. Dead poets with miserable songs. The Smiths – that was another
one. What was that song he used to like? Something to do with being run over by a double-
decker bus. He used to sing it all the time; he sang it so much that she knew all the words as
well. She became quite a trendy mum at one point, thanks to her boys.But, yes, it’s hard to
wonder about Matt’s future, hard to think about his whereabouts and not feel concerned. It’s
almost impossible to picture him contented and happy somewhere, not when he’s spent his life
pulling the plug on anything that looked like it was about to be remotely successful.She
remembers Matt aged thirteen, proudly presenting his report card to them. He had been graded
‘C’ for every subject. ‘C’ meant average, he declared, and he seemed as proud of that fact – of
the universal averageness of his grades – as he had ever been of anything. It was as if being
average was a new pinnacle of achievement, as if it beat, hands down, the straight ‘A’s that Tim
had been getting. Ken had disowned him over that report card, had told him he was no longer
his son. Which was harsh, admittedly, but they’d wanted him to do better, that was all. They’d
been afraid for him, even then.Alice sips her tea and remembers Matt’s graduation from
university. Or rather, the absence of his graduation. How she had been looking forward to that!
She takes a teaspoon and taps the rounded back of it against a thumbnail. Yes, thinking about
Matt makes her nervous. Sometimes it makes her short of breath. Occasionally she fears that
she’s slipping into an actual panic attack.‘Don’t think about him then,’ Ken tells her if she ever
admits that she can’t breathe properly. ‘Think about Tim instead.’ And of course, Tim has done
so much better than Matt. But for some reason, thinking about Tim doesn’t make her feel that
much happier, and it definitely doesn’t stop her worrying about the other one.‘It’s over!’ Ken
shouts from the lounge. ‘You can reclaim your sitting room. The coast is clear!’‘Oh joy!’ she
murmurs. She glances at the clock. It’s almost time for Coronation Street.It’s the day of the
funeral, and Ken, wearing black suit trousers and a white singlet, is at the top of the stairs
looking down. ‘Where’s my shirt?’ he asks.‘Oh, I tied it to the television aerial,’ Alice replies.
‘Seemed like a good idea at the time.’‘The television aerial? What?’Alice sighs. ‘It’s in the
wardrobe with all your other shirts.’‘The white one’s not there.’‘It is.’‘Only it isn’t.’Alice tuts and
climbs the staircase. It’s nine already and they should have left by now. She crosses the
bedroom to the open wardrobe, swipes the shirt from the rack and pushes it into her husband’s
arms as she leaves the room.‘Huh,’ Ken exclaims, ‘. . . must’ve been hiding.’‘Only from you,’ Alice
murmurs, pausing on the landing. ‘Now can we please get a move on? You know how stressed
you get when we’re late anywhere. All we need is a bit of traffic or some bad weather and
—’‘We’re sure to get plenty of both,’ Ken says, now buttoning the shirt.‘I know,’ Alice says. ‘That’s
my point.’By the time Ken has checked the locks and looked for the map, by the time he’s found
and jingled his keys, then lost them and then found them again, it’s 10 a.m.‘Ken!’ Alice protests,
one hand on the latch. ‘We’re really going to be late.’‘We won’t,’ Ken says. ‘It’s easy to make up a
bit of time on a long journey like this one.’At the end of the street, as Ken waits to pull out into the
traffic, Alice spots a length of tinsel draped across the top of the ‘open’ sign in the Chinese
takeaway.A minute later, as they drive past the golf course – transformed into a lake by all the



rain – she asks, ‘So how do I find out if Tim is inviting us for Christmas without sounding like I
want him to invite us?’She glances at Ken enquiringly and he turns to face her just long enough
for her to start to feel nervous. ‘Please look at the road occasionally,’ she says.‘Don’t start that
already. We’ve barely left the house.’‘I’m sorry. But the idea of your ploughing two tonnes of
Renault Mégane into a shop full of people makes me slightly nervous. I’m funny that way.’‘Don’t
you want to?’‘Want to what?’‘Go to Tim’s place? For Christmas?’‘I suppose so,’ Alice says.
‘Compared to the alternatives, I suppose it’s preferable.’‘What alternatives?’‘Well, there’s always
the Dignitas clinic in Switzerland. But I still prefer Tim’s place, I think. Just about.’‘If you want to
go then, just ask him. Why does everything have to be so complic—’‘I don’t want him to feel
obliged, is all,’ Alice interrupts. ‘And Natalya was very frosty last year. Do you remember how
frosty she was? Actually, frosty’s not the word – she was arctic. She was antarctic.’‘Yeah,’ Ken
says vaguely. He’s momentarily distracted by the heavy traffic on the roundabout.Alice runs a
film of last Christmas through her mind’s eye. And yes, Natalya had been very prickly. She had
left the sprouts Alice had prepared in the fridge – a special River Cottage recipe with chestnuts it
had been, too. She had ‘forgotten’ to defrost the chocolate log they’d brought as well. Fridges
and freezers – that’s how chilly things had been.‘You know, she never once wore that scarf I
bought her,’ Alice says. In fact, it’s a general rule that nothing Alice and Ken have ever given
them has ever been seen again. Perhaps she has a black hole in her chest of drawers, Alice
thinks. Perhaps it just sucks things up and casts them into a parallel universe where they join
Ken’s missing socks.‘Not that you know of,’ Ken comments, checking his mirror as they merge
on to the A38.‘What do you mean?’‘I’m just saying that as we’re not with them twenty-four hours
a day, it’s hard to be certain that she’s never worn the scarf.’But Alice is certain. She’s perfectly
certain. And it was a nice scarf, too – a very nice turquoise cashmere scarf. If Natalya didn’t want
it, then she would have liked to have worn it herself. It’s particularly galling when you give people
nice gifts – things that you don’t dare buy for yourself – only to see that they never use
them.Perhaps it’s because Tim and Natalya are so well off these days. Perhaps anything Alice
and Ken buy just pales into insignificance against the rest of their wealth. Perhaps they need to
up their game this year, gift-wise. Then again, it’s not like Natalya makes much effort. She gives
Alice a bottle of perfume every year without fail, and it’s never even perfume that Alice likes. She
only wears Yves Saint Laurent’s Parisienne, and she’s told Natalya that enough times. Though
never at Christmas. That would be rude. Alice has lost count of how many full bottles of perfume
she’s given to Dot, how many she’s taken to the Oxfam shop.‘Well, I still think she was a bit off
last year. Tim was funny, too. Do you remember all that fuss about the missing Champagne
glasses? As if it mattered what kind of glasses we were drinking out of.’‘It was very expensive
Champagne, apparently,’ Ken says.‘Oh, it taste so dee-fferrent from prroper glass,’ Alice says,
rolling the ‘r’s, mocking Natalya’s Russian accent.‘I think they were just getting on each other’s
nerves. It happens in a marriage. Especially at Christmas.’And yes, it’s true. It happens in a
marriage. Ken has been getting on her nerves for fifty years now and no doubt vice versa. She
wonders again why Ken was so determined to marry her. It hadn’t been for her wit, that’s for



sure. He can barely tolerate that. She had been pretty enough, she supposes. But there had
been prettier girls out there. It’s a strange one, because she’s never been able to detect much
pleasure in the arrangement, not on Ken’s side. Not on either side, really.Marrying Ken had not
been Alice’s first choice. In fact, it hadn’t really felt like a choice at all. Her grandparents (whom
she’d never met – they’d died by the time she was born) were Jews who’d fled Russia in the late
1800s. They’d arrived in Norwich and then in the Midlands as penniless refugees.Despite
widespread myths about the wealthy, successful, businesslike nature of the Jewish people,
they’d remained pretty much paupers their whole lives, right up until their premature deaths in
their forties. Poverty and persecution do not a long and happy life make, it would seem.Alice’s
own parents, her mother no longer officially Jewish (she had seen how dangerous that could be)
and her father of Irish extraction, had suffered terrible deprivation during their childhoods and
had barely managed to drag themselves out of the gutter by the time Alice came along. Her
father was a street cleaner, so in some ways he was still very much in the gutter.Though Alice
herself had never known hunger, she had grown up with the terrifying all-pervading knowledge
that poverty was never far away. Her parents had lived as if destitution were imminent, hoarding
tins of food in the cellar and worrying, to the point of near-insanity, about every political
upheaval, every downturn, every distant conflict . . . It didn’t take much, they told their children,
over and over, for everything good to vanish. All it took was an injury or an illness, or another
economic depression – all that was needed was another Alexander the Third, or another Hitler
for that matter, and they’d all be scrabbling around in the dirt all over again.By the time Alice hit
nineteen they’d been pushing her to marry for a while. Marriage was about the only hope that
people like her parents had for their daughters, and they were concerned, unnerved, by the lack
of suitable suitors and by her ever-deepening friendship with Joe. Joe who came from the wrong
side of the tracks in so many ways.Alice wonders where Joe is now. She wonders if Joe is even
still alive, wonders whether Joe went on to have the exceptional life that Alice always
imagined.And then Alice came home one night from the soap factory, the stink of fat and lye still
on her clothes, and there was Ken, leaning on the mantelpiece, fiddling with a pocket watch,
looking suave. Her parents were smiling nervously up at her, being – what’s the word? –
obsequious, that’s the one. Ken had seemed bright-eyed and smart in his Sunday best – he
always was a snappy dresser – and he had been polite and generous towards her, even
enabling, insisting, that she quit that horrible factory job. Yes, he had been nice enough, at least
at the outset.People complain about the Muslims and what have you, complain that they arrange
their marriages, that they hang people, that they still treat homosexuals badly, that they don’t
give women proper rights – but it really wasn’t that long ago that all those things happened right
here in Britain. People pretend to have forgotten these things because it makes them feel better,
it makes them feel superior. But Alice remembers.So yes, Ken had been polite and well dressed
and, above all in her parents’ eyes, generous. He was to inherit his father’s business. He had
good prospects. He was declared to be a ‘catch’. There was no reasonable opt-out clause.Just
after one, Ken pulls into the motorway services. They run through the drizzle and then stand in



the midst of the food court to survey the various offerings, blasts of freezing air chilling their
backs every time the sliding doors open.‘Well, what do you fancy, love?’ Ken asks, as if choosing
between these grubby little kiosks, between Burger King or Famous Fish or Señor Taco, might
actually be considered a treat.Alice bites her lip and turns her head from side to side as she
takes in the options. ‘Fish and chips might be the best option,’ she says, thinking that at least the
deep-frying process will be hot enough to kill any microbes. Nothing looks very clean here.‘Yes,
fish and chips and mushy peas,’ Ken says, sounding almost enthusiastic. But the girl in Famous
Fish is already wiping down the counters with a greasy cloth, inexplicably closing up at ten past
one, so they end up with Ocean Catch menus from Burger King, which Ken declares are ‘almost
the same thing’.But an Ocean Catch menu is not the same as fish and chips – not by a long
stretch. Alice nibbles at the bun and then samples the burnt, greasy fish-finger-type thing within.
She disdainfully lifts a few of the powdery fries to her lips and ponders the mysteries of British
food. Because the lad in Burger King sounded a bit Italian, and the girl in Famous Fish was
definitely French. They live after all on an island of green fields, surrounded by seas, encircled
by European countries with fabulous cuisines. Half the people in the restaurant industry are
French or Spanish or Italian or Indian, and yet the entire country has ended up opting for these
American food-like synthetics. Burgers and ‘French’ fries and tacos. It really is a terrible
shame.Alice watches Ken wolfing down his burger. He has never cared much about food, which
is also a shame because once upon a time she had pretensions to being a good cook. Her pies
had been to die for – everyone had said so. These days, after fifty years of indifference, of
hearing Ken proudly tell people that he ‘eats to live, not the opposite’, she has abandoned any
culinary aspirations. Nowadays they mostly eat ready meals. An occasional home-made
cauliflower cheese or an actual cooked breakfast is about as adventurous as it gets in the
Hodgetts household.A child on the far side of the hall starts to scream and Alice glances over
and briefly remembers Matt shrieking in a shop somewhere. She scans the food hall again,
taking in the true horror of its dilapidation: the chipped, grubby Formica tables, the economy light
bulbs sprouting from fittings designed to take pretty spotlights that once must have cast a warm
glow on fresh, shiny tables. She feels a bit like the food hall herself – tired and worn out and a bit
depressed. The food hall suddenly seems like a metaphor for her life. Something that should be,
that could be, that once was sparkly and appealing, but which is now chilly, grubby and worn out,
lit with flickering, yellowish, cheap-to-run lighting. The whole place is beyond repair, really. It
needs to be pulled down and rebuilt from scratch.The door opens behind her again, and she
pulls her scarf more tightly around her already stiff neck. Alice isn’t getting any younger, either.
She’s getting older and achier. She remembers her parents complaining about their aches and
pains, remembers thinking that they exaggerated it all. But youngsters, learn this: your body
really does get older. Joints actually do creak when you get up in the morning, really do seize up
when you sit in a car for two hours. She knows what’s at the end of that particular tunnel. By the
time you get to seventy, by the time you’ve been to as many funerals as they have, you’ve got
used to that idea – you’ve had time to grasp the concept of your own mortality. But that doesn’t



make it seem fair. It doesn’t mean that you necessarily feel as if you’ve lived everything you were
supposed to live.‘You all right?’ Ken asks.‘Fine,’ Alice says. ‘Just thinking about poor Jean,
really.’Ken nods. ‘Yeah. She’ll be in a right state,’ he says, then, pointing, ‘Are you eating those,
or . . . ?’Alice shakes her head, smiles weakly and pushes the packet of fries across the
table.Yes, it feels like a small life, looking back on things. Even smaller these days as the high
points – the summer holidays, the days on beaches with the kids, and the dances of her youth –
shrink and fade in the rear-view mirror. It’s not that she aimed high and failed, because she never
expected much. She didn’t come from the kind of people who hoped for much more than
enough to eat and a dry, warmish house. To her parents, even these things were incredible,
unexpected achievements. So no, she had never hoped for miracles, never expected a vast
Premium Bond or lottery win. But she did think that at some stage she would have a sense that
there’d been some point to it all. She had thought that at some point she would be overcome by
a sense of contentment, like a cat on an armchair perhaps, in the sun. She had expected to be
able to stretch and yawn and look back on it all and think, ‘There, I did it! Now I can
relax!’Perhaps her problem is that she never took the time to define what ‘it’ was. If only she had
defined some goals for herself, then maybe she would feel like she had achieved them.Ken is
clapping his hands and standing, so she wrests herself from her sombre reverie and pulls her
attention back to the here and now of this day, this journey. They’re on their way to a funeral. Of
course she’s feeling a bit down. Who wouldn’t?‘Well,’ Ken is saying, ‘that’s put some fuel in the
old furnace. Shall we make a move?’It’s still raining when they merge back on to the motorway.
Alice thinks that she hates winter, that she truly, honestly hates it. She has always felt as if she
isn’t genetically adapted to survive an English winter. Perhaps her great-great-grandparents
weren’t from Russia at all, but the Middle East. Seeing as they were Jewish, it’s surely not
impossible, is it? She wrinkles her nose at her own shocking lack of grasp of Jewish history.
Their Jewishness wasn’t something her mother had ever wanted to discuss.Ken swings out to
overtake a petrol tanker and has to drive through an opaque wall of spray from the tanker’s vast
wheels. Alice winces until they come out the other side and vision is restored.She wonders how
Mike felt on the night of his death. She wonders if his life flashed before his eyes as it always
does in films. And if it did flash before him, she wonders if Ken featured even briefly, if it
contained glimpses of their shared fifty-year careers in the tyre remould business. She wonders
what his happiest memories were. His kids perhaps. His daughter has always seemed nice
enough.Alice has had moments of contentment, too. Dozing off in a deckchair on a beach when
the kids were younger, swimming in the sea with little Tim clamped to her back, shrieking in her
ear with excitement . . . They went to Cornwall for a few years in a row when Matt was a toddler.
Ken had found a bargain cottage to rent, and they’d gone back every year until the owner sold it.
It had felt quite traumatic not being able to go there once the cheap deal ended.‘How many
years did we go to Durgan?’ she asks.Ken looks at her and frowns. ‘Four? Five?’ he says.‘That’s
what I thought. Four.’‘Why?’‘No reason. I was just remembering.’‘You remember when Matt fell
down those stairs?’Alice is surprised that Ken dares mention that day. To stop Ken looking at her,



she glances out of the side window. ‘Yes,’ she says. ‘Yes, I do.’It had been a beautiful summer’s
day, and Matt had been, what? Five? Six? Something like that. They had meandered through the
higgledy-piggledy Cornish town, bought dribbling ice creams, had Coca-Colas on the
seafront . . . And then they had wandered along the pier. Alice had wanted a photo, so she had
asked Ken to pose with the kids, but they were on a sugar rush and had run off. And while she
was looking through the viewfinder framing the stunning coastline in the background, there had
come a shriek from behind her. Matt, it transpired, had run straight over the edge of a flight of
stairs, had somehow failed to see them, had quite simply not stopped. He had cut his forehead,
grazed his knees, split his lip and chipped a tooth.Secretly, because she would never dare say
such a thing, Alice held Ken responsible. He had, after all, been staring straight at Matt. ‘What
happened?’ she had asked him. ‘Did you see? How did he fall?’ The sun had been in his eyes,
Ken said, and she was their goddamned mother, not him.They had held on to their anger long
enough to assure themselves that no bones were broken, long enough to buy sticking plasters,
and long enough to drive the howling children (Tim had joined in by that point) back to the
cottage.And then Ken had started drinking. Matt had ‘ruined’ the day, he kept telling him. It was a
waste of time trying do anything nice for any of them.By the time he had downed his third beer,
the focus of his fury had turned on Alice.Those moments of contentment, those moments of
relief, were so often ephemeral, so often terminated by one of Ken’s thoroughly unreasonable
temper tantrums. If her life flashed before her, Alice thinks that the happy snapshots would be as
rare and fleeting as the English sun that shone upon them.Perhaps that’s the real truth – that she
just needed to live somewhere warmer. Because she has always been something of a sun-
lizard, has never missed a single opportunity to turn her face to the sky and close her eyes. And
all of her good memories were of moments lit by sunshine, moments eased by warmth. She
remembers herself at eighteen, lying in Cannon Hill Park with her head on Joe’s stomach. Some
kids had been playing with a football and it had whacked Joe on the shoulder. Joe, always
energetic, always full of beans, had jumped up and kicked it back across the green with
surprising expertise.She tries to push the image from her mind. It’s amazing how tenacious lost
dreams can be. Incredible, really, that such a simple memory as that, a simple memory of a
sensation of uncomplicated happiness, can still haunt her fifty years later.‘Look at that idiot,’ Ken
says as one of those new oversized cars squeezes itself into the tiny gap between themselves
and the car in front.‘Everyone’s driving too fast anyway,’ Alice says pointedly.‘Bloody wankers in
their Porsches,’ Ken says.And it’s true, Alice thinks, that the people in the big expensive cars are
always a bit worse than everyone else. They’re always a little more pushy. They probably
consider themselves invincible in their big steel boxes.‘Is that really a Porsche?’ Alice asks.
She’s always thought Porsches were little sports cars designed for insecure middle-aged men
with tiny todgers.‘Yep, it’s basically the same car as a VW Touareg,’ Ken informs her, as if that’s
supposed to mean something. ‘They’re made in the same factory.’‘Right,’ Alice says. ‘Well, it’s
very big – it’s like a lorry almost.’‘Awful in an accident,’ Ken says. ‘It would flatten that little Panda
in a pile-up.’ From the corner of his eye, he sees Alice gripping the roof handle. ‘Just relax, will



you?’ he says. ‘You’re making me nervous.’‘You’re just a bit close, that’s all.’‘It’s not my fault if that
idiot’s inserted himself bang in the middle of my braking distance.’‘No, but you can still slow
down. That is allowed, I believe, even when it’s not your fault.’Just as Alice says this, the Porsche
lurches back out into the fast lane and accelerates away.‘There,’ Ken says. ‘Better?’‘Yes,’ Alice
says, forcing herself to breathe. She looks at the little boxy car in front. It’s the same model she
and Dot rented in Spain six years ago. It was such fun driving that little car around those winding
Spanish roads. She had been nervous at first, of course – driving on the wrong side of the road
and everything. And she had kept searching for the gearstick and the handbrake in the door
pocket – that had been embarrassing. But once she had got used to it, it had been lovely. The
car had a leaky exhaust pipe, too, she remembers now. It had made it sound like a sports
car.They’d had too much fun on that holiday, really. Dot had had a fling with . . . Alice can’t
remember his name now . . . Anyway, he was the father of the young man who ran the hotel bar.
Now there’s a story never to be told! Imagine if Dot’s husband ever found out about that! And
while Dot had been otherwise occupied with Jorge – that was his name, pronounced Hor-hey –
Alice had been wined and dined by Jorge’s best friend Esteban. Esteban had not been Alice’s
type at all, thank God. He had been way too hairy, way too . . . What’s that word? Ugh! It’s so
annoying the way when you get older that words start to hide from you. Sometimes when she
tries to explain one word, she can’t think of the other similar word either. It happens more and
more with people and places, too. ‘She looks like that actress,’ Alice will tell Ken. ‘You know . . .
the one who’s in that film. The film made by . . . oh, gosh . . . by that actor who’s also a film
director. The one who made . . .’ And of course, she can’t then remember the film he made either.
Sometimes she has to dig down three or four levels before she can start digging her way back
out again.Anyway, Esteban had been just too hirsute, that’s the term. No one says hirsute any
more. It’s strange the way words go out of fashion. Alice has always preferred clean-shaven men,
and the mere thought of a hairy back has always been enough to make her shudder. Beards and
moustaches look a bit sinister, don’t they? But the attention – Esteban’s attention – had been
lovely. So she had let him believe. She had led him on a little. She had allowed poor Esteban to
take her to dinner. And then she had pretended once she got home that the holiday had been
uneventful, boring even. In fact, she had so overcompensated the misery side of things that it
became impossible for her to justify going with Dot again the following year.Dot’s going again
next summer, but to southern Spain this time, to Alicante. It’s even hotter down there, she
reckons, and Alice would love to go with her. She thinks a proper holiday in the sun would do her
the world of good, reckons it would ease her aches and pains, too. But how to approach it? It’s a
bit like Christmas at Tim’s. She can’t work out how to organise it, how to mention it even, without
sounding like she’s asking Ken for his approval. Because what if Ken says ‘no’? And he’s pretty
likely to say that. He’s bound to say that they can’t afford it, or that she didn’t even enjoy it last
time or something like that. Even worse would be if he decided he wanted to come along! But
that’s unlikely. Ken’s not keen on foreigners.‘Where’s Matt at the moment?’ Alice asks, trying to
forge a bridge she can use to move the conversation towards where she’s hoping to go. ‘Is he in



France or Spain?’‘France,’ Ken says, ‘as far as I know.’‘He was in Spain though, wasn’t
he?’‘Yeah,’ Ken says, ‘he was in Madrid. But now he’s in France, down south somewhere. He’s
been in France for a while.’‘Dot’s off to Spain next summer.’‘Dot’s off to Spain every
summer.’‘Maybe I’ll go with her and meet up with Matt somewhere.’‘Matt’s in France,’ Ken says
again, starting to sound exasperated.‘They do share a border, you know, France and
Spain.’‘What, you’re hoping to wave to Matt from over the border?’‘No . . . it’s got nothing to do
with Matt really, I just . . .’‘I’m not the one who brought Matt up.’‘No, I was just thinking it would be
nice to go to Spain again.’Ken shoots Alice one of his looks – a mixture of confusion and
disdain.‘So what do you think?’ Alice asks. ‘About Spain?’‘You know what I think about Spain,’
Ken says. ‘Sweaty spics and girls with moustaches and greasy food and tap water that gives you
the squits. That’s what I think of Spain.’‘That’s verging on racist,’ Alice says.‘It’s the truth,’ Ken
says. ‘And the last time I looked, Spain wasn’t a race. It’s a nationality.’‘It’s a country, actually.
Spain is a country, and Spanish is the nationality of those who live there.’Ken blows out through
pursed lips and shakes his head. ‘I can’t win with you, can I? I don’t know why I still try.’Alice
doesn’t risk replying. She laughs lightly to defuse the tension.She thinks about Matt in France.
She wonders what he’s doing. She wonders if he’s OK. She wonders if he’ll ever come home
again.He’ll be working some dead-end job, cleaning or packaging sausages or waiting in a
restaurant – he’s done all of these things. It’s such a waste, that’s the thing. Because, like herself,
he could have done so much more.‘Dot says Matt’s just trying to find himself,’ Alice says, unsure
even as she says it why she’s chosen this particular phrase to say out loud. ‘But I think it’s the
opposite. I think he’s trying to lose himself.’‘Dot should mind her own onions,’ Ken replies,
misunderstanding entirely the context of Dot’s remark. And that’s Alice’s fault far more than it is
Ken’s. She hadn’t, after all, provided any context.But Ken doesn’t like Dot much, that’s for sure.
Dot is a busybody. She’s pernickety and sarcastic. She has an overactive thyroid which she
claims explains much of her nervous disposition. But whatever the cause, she rubs Ken up the
wrong way. Not that he has ever really approved of any of Alice’s friends. Even Lisa, her best
friend all those years ago, he hated with a passion. Though that was probably Lisa’s fault, too.
Lisa certainly hated Ken first. But what with Lisa moving to New Zealand, and Jenny Mayer
dying; what with Jenny Parson now a full-blown alcoholic, that only leaves Dot. So no matter
what Ken thinks, Alice isn’t going to give Dot up.Lisa has been gone over twenty years now and
still Alice misses her. She was the friend Alice felt closest to, the only one who ever really
laughed at her jokes. It was a shock when Lisa and Jim moved away, a shock to have to realise
that your biggest, most important friendship just didn’t weigh that much in the grand scheme of
things, not when balanced against a better lifestyle, a bigger house with a pool and a major
promotion for Jim. It’s normal to lose friends over the course of a lifetime: you fall out with some,
you grow apart from others. A few die, too. But to have someone just move to the other side of
the world, well, that’s tough. And one thing’s for sure – it’s less and less easy to make new
friends as you get older; there are so few opportunities for it.Still, she has Dot, thank God. Dot
gets on with her own husband Martin about as well as Alice gets on with Ken, so it’s a



relationship based largely on bitching. But bitching, it turns out, is a surprisingly solid basis for a
friendship. At the thought of the things they say, at the conversations they have about their
respective husbands, Alice snorts almost undetectably. Ken, usually so slow to pick up any kind
of subtlety, catches this one immediately.‘What?’ he asks.‘Oh, nothing,’ Alice says. ‘I was just
thinking about those Christmas decorations in Tesco.’ When you have a tetchy husband, you
develop coping mechanisms, such as always having an alibi at the ready.One time, a couple of
years back, Alice had been telling Dot what a relief it was that Ken no longer wanted to have sex.
Dot had been laughing, lapping it up, goading Alice to go further, to be funnier and ruder. Alice
had said something about Ken’s wrinkly wiener – a phrase she had heard on an American
sitcom – and Dot had spat her wine all over the dining table. But then they had heard a tiny voice
coming seemingly from nowhere. ‘Hello, hello?’ it said. Alice finally traced the little voice to her
new mobile phone in her handbag. It had somehow dialled home, had mysteriously and, under
the circumstances, dangerously, called Ken.Terrified that he had overheard part of their
conversation, and wracked with guilt, Alice had literally been trembling by the time she opened
the front door that evening. But she had found Ken sober, calmly watching television. He had
complained about the phone bill, of course. He had reminded her ‘for the thousandth time’ to
lock the keyboard – whatever that meant. But that was it. She had got away with it. She was
always very careful with her mobile after that.‘Chinese tyres,’ Ken says, prompting Alice to look
out of the side window at the lorry they’re overtaking. It says ‘Imperial Tyres’ on the
side.‘“Imperial” doesn’t sound very Chinese,’ Alice comments.‘Well, it’s not meant to, is it? That’s
the point. That’s why they do it,’ Ken says. ‘So you think they’re English.’‘I suppose they did have
an empire once.’‘The Chinese?’‘I think so.’‘Well, empire or not, their tyres are rubbish.
Dangerous rubbish, at that.’‘You just don’t like the fact that they’re cheaper than remoulds,’ Alice
says. She’s heard Ken say this enough times to know that it’s true.‘You’re right. I don’t,’ Ken says,
‘but they’re still rubbish. That Which magazine tested them all and the braking distances on the
Chinky ones were terrible.’Alice watches as the truck indicates, then veers away from them,
apparently taking its slippery Chinese tyres to rainy Blackburn. It’s funny, because she thinks she
can smell the load it’s carrying from here, but it’s probably just her memory, it’s probably just
because of the conversation and the fact that the odour of tyre rubber has permeated their entire
lives.Even when Ken had a whole chain of Re-Tyre stores, even when he was spending all day in
the offices towards the end, he still came home smelling of rubber, still sat down of an evening
emanating that bitter, metallic smell of recycled tyre rubber. No, her first choice would not have
been to marry a tyre remoulder, even if they are still here, fifty years later. Who would ever have
guessed that they’d turn out to be quite so tenacious?It’s not that she hates Ken, per se. She’s
so used to him that it’s hard to define quite where Ken ends and Alice begins these days. He
just . . . irritates her, really. He irritates her the way certain aspects of herself irritate her. He
annoys her the way her own brain annoys her when she can’t remember a word, the way her
own hand annoys her when she discovers that it’s put the teabags in the freezer or her glasses
in the fridge for no reason that she can identify.If she hates anything, she hates her marriage to



Ken rather than Ken himself. She hates the opportunities, the life that marrying Ken precluded.
She should have had a career, that’s the thing – that’s the real disappointment, her real mistake.
She was clever; she knows she was. She was good with numbers and good with words. Her
parents used to get her to do all the adding up in her head. She was the one who had to help
Robert with his schoolwork. Yes, like Matt, she could have done so much more. That’s why his
lack of ambition upsets her so much.Alice remembers their father drilling them at the kitchen
table. ‘Alice!’ he would shout, ‘What’s seven plus nine plus twenty-three? Robert! What’s eleven
plus nine take thirteen?’ And even as Alice was adding up her own numbers, she would be
bracing herself for the slap, either across Robert’s hands should he dare to start counting on his
fingers, or across the back of his head if (as usual) he gave the wrong answer. ‘Tuppence short
of a shilling,’ that’s what people used to say about Robert. ‘A sandwich short of a picnic.’If they’d
known how long he was going to be around, how transient his passage on the planet would be,
then they might, just might, have been nicer to him. But they didn’t know, and the truth was that
their parents’ generation had no idea whatsoever how to bring up a child with what these days
they’d call special needs. Other than drilling him to be better and beating him when he failed,
they were at a loss when faced with Robert’s unique brand of stupidity. Sometimes Alice
managed to add up her own numbers and Robert’s numbers at the same time. On such
occasions, she would announce her own answer while simultaneously indicating Robert’s
answer discreetly on her fingers. But though she had explained the system often enough to him,
he was rarely sharp enough, when placed under duress, to notice the unnatural splay of her
hands.Poor Robert; he had never known when to shut up, never known how to avoid their
father’s wrath. One time, he had been supposed to make a toolbox in woodwork lessons. He had
gone with their father to the ironmongers for wood, and Dad had been so proud, so hopeful that
for once here was something his son could actually succeed at, that he had purchased not the
cheap pine specified by the school, but expensive sheets of sheer, beautiful mahogany. And that
was always going to be a bad move.Poor Robert, perhaps overly stressed by the cost of the
wood, or more likely, simply no better at woodwork than he was at anything else, had repeatedly
failed to dovetail the corners correctly, and as he repeatedly cut them off and started again, his
box had got smaller and smaller. By the time he was finished, it was not a toolbox he had made
but a so-called jewellery box – a tiny, ugly trinket box with inch-thick walls and wonky corners
that the daylight shone through.Dad had raged about the cost and the waste, and Mum had tried
to make the most of the situation. She had even fetched a pair of earrings to put in that shoddy
little box – her attempt at calming everyone down.In a chilling silence, they’d begun to eat dinner,
Alice nervously tapping one foot against the chair leg, silently pleading with her eyes, secretly
begging Robert, opposite, to remain silent. Because that was the thing about Robert, that was
the one thing he could always be counted upon to achieve without fail: once the eye of the storm
had passed, when everything was done and dusted, when everyone was finally starting to relax
again, Robert could and would produce the one phrase, seemingly precision-engineered, to
make everything kick off again. Alice hated him for it. And she hated herself for hating him.That



night, the night of the jewellery box, once everything was calm again, once dinner had been
eaten and the box had been moved to the kitchen counter behind her, no longer the centre of
attention; once their father had, for once without blows being administered, moved on to a
different subject and their mother was serving up bowls of banana and custard (Alice’s
favourite), Robert had piped up.‘We’re going to make picture frames next week,’ he had said
brightly. ‘We have to take in a picture to frame and some lengths of special wood called
beading.’Their father had cleared his throat. The effort he was expending in order to ignore his
idiot son was palpable.‘Do they sell beading at Johnson’s, Dad?’ Robert had asked. ‘Can we get
some?’‘I’ll give you beading,’ their father had said, standing sharply enough to knock his chair
over. ‘I’ll give you bloody woodwork, you cheeky little shit.’‘Don’t, please!’ Mum had shrieked,
moving between Robert and their father.And Alice, hating Robert in that instant as much as she
had ever hated him, had started to gulp down her bananas and custard, trying to get as much of
it inside her as possible, trying to eat her favourite dessert before it was too late, before it ended
up on the floor.‘Can you remember Lizzie’s kids’ names?’ Ken now asks her out of the blue.Alice
frowns. She had actually been having trouble even remembering Mike’s daughter’s name, let
alone her children’s names. ‘Lizzie?’ she says. ‘Oh, do you mean Linda?’‘Oh yes, you’re right –
Linda. And the kids’ names?’‘Terry, Tim? Something with a T?’ Alice offers. ‘Tom?’‘Yes, Tom
and . . . Lucy maybe?’‘That’s it. But I doubt they’ll be there, Ken. They’re only four or five or
something.’‘They’re at least ten.’Alice frowns. ‘Really?’It’s another cliché about getting older that’s
always guaranteed to get the youngsters groaning, but, yes, time really does go by faster as you
get older. Alice remembers when she was a child, how the long hot summers seemed endless.
Nowadays, it’s winter, summer, winter, summer, like Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday. And yes, it
honestly does seem only yesterday morning that the kids were still living at home, Tim working
conscientiously in the dining room on his homework, Matt clomping around in his Dr Martens
boots singing The Smiths songs. She had felt terrified when Matt left home for college. Alice had
always felt that the children’s presence somehow protected her, like a good luck charm. If Ken
was capable of being angry and occasionally violent in front of the children (and he was), then
what on earth would he be like once they were gone, once there were no longer any witnesses
to his rage? But Ken, in fact, became calmer once Matt left home, as if, perhaps like Robert, it
was the kids’ presence that had been winding him up all along.That’s not to say that Alice is
happier now the boys have gone. For most of her marriage, the children felt like the only reason
she was staying. If she’s honest with herself, she has no real idea why she’s still here. At first it
was because of her parents – they’d wanted this so much. Once they had died she had
convinced herself that she was staying for Tim’s and Matt’s benefit. After they had left home, the
idea of grandchildren kept her going for a while – she had been so excited about their arrival. But
now they’re seven and nine and she hardly even sees them – Christmas is not the only time that
Natalya is frosty.She glances over at Ken and allows herself to ask the question: Why are you
here, Alice?Could it really just be a bad habit, like biting fingernails? Is it really possible that
she’s still here merely because she doesn’t have enough imagination to picture an alternative,



because she doesn’t have enough courage to pursue anything different?Ken clicks on an
indicator and starts to pull over into the exit lane.‘Are we there?’ Alice asks, trying to catch a
glimpse of the road sign they’re just passing.‘Nearly,’ Ken says. ‘We just need to get across town
now. I hope there’s not too much traffic.’ He shoots her a smile and Alice responds in kind before
turning back to face the windscreen.She has, she realises, been lost in her thoughts. The rain
has stopped and she has no idea when that happened. There are even glimpses of blue sky to
the east.The main reason she never left Ken, she decides, is that no one else ever seemed to
believe in the possibility. Because yes, she had been serious about it a few times. She
remembers telling Tim, maybe ten years ago, maybe much more – time does fly – that she was
leaving his father. Tim laughed. ‘You’ll never leave Dad,’ he predicted, and he was right.Lisa, too,
said almost the same thing. ‘We all feel like that sometimes,’ she said, managing not to see the
black eye behind the sunglasses even as Alice pretended that she herself had walked into a
door. ‘Sometimes you just have to hang on in there until it gets better,’ she said.If one single
person had ever responded with, ‘You’re right, you should get out,’ or even better, ‘I’ll help you,’
then Alice would have left – she knows that to be true. Only they didn’t. They’d found it as
impossible to imagine Alice leaving Ken as she did herself. And here she still is. With hindsight, it
looks as though they were right. It looks as though they were all right, all along.One part of
Alice’s brain questions why the other part is pondering all this, today of all days. Because the
truth is that things haven’t been that bad recently – their marriage has certainly known more
challenging periods. In truth, they’ve progressively settled into a routine of old age that one could
almost call comfortable. There are few surprises, good or bad, but the days are not unpleasant.
Ken reads the paper and watches the football and Alice loses herself in her endless stream of
novels. With the Kindle that Tim bought her (she had been struggling increasingly with the small
print in paperbacks) she doesn’t even need to go shopping between books any more. She just
clicks and downloads the next recommendation and off she goes.‘She’s always got her nose in a
book, Alice has,’ Ken jokes, never pausing to wonder why, never stopping to think about the fact
that even the grimmest of fictional realities feels like escape to her.Alice thinks about the novel
she’s reading right now – one of Dot’s suggestions. It hasn’t really been doing the trick, hasn’t
quite been hitting the spot. The story – of a woman in a miserable marriage dreaming of escape
– is a bit close to home, that’s the thing. But Alice will finish it when she gets back. She always
finishes every book she starts if it’s humanly possible to do so, because until you get to the end,
there’s still hope. Until you reach that final page, there’s still the possibility of sudden,
unexpected, thrilling escape.
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annie wright, “Not a page turner. Very slow start, I was going to put it down and start another
book, but my inquisitive mind took me back again and I finally found it interesting (slightly)
enough to finish reading it.I feel that there were a lot of loose ends not tidied up, from start yo
finish it was hard going. Possibly not my type of genre, maybe someone else would enjoy it”

Memere, “What makes a family?. Can Alice change her views on what makes a family?
Circumstances were not in her favor when she was young. It wasn't until she could retire that she
found out what was missing with her family. It took the other son to show her what true love was
all about. I recommend this book wholeheartedly!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The Other Son. Two brothers who grew up in a house with a really mean
father and husband, one son marries and has two children who don't always listsen.They traded
up to s house much too big for them and much more expensive and are still not happy.The
other brother runs away to travel and be meets a much younger and they become s very happy
couple. When their mother leaves her husband she goes to the son who has very little but lots
of happiness and she decides yo stay.”

Ralph Blumenau, “Quite outstanding. One of the very best novels I have read in years: sensitive,
perceptive of complicated human relationships, and real a page-turner.Ken and 69-yearold Alice
Hodgetts have been unhappily married for fifty years. Ken is a boor, and, as we find out later,
can be extremely violent when he is angry. They have two sons: Tim, a successful financier,
who is married to Russian-born Natalya, who appears unfriendly to Alice allows her no joy from
her grandchildren; and Matt, who has been a dropout from university, then from about ten jobs –
some quite decent ones - before he went abroad somewhere: she hasn’t seen him for three
years, and has always worried about him. Alice reflects on her dreary and joyless life, as Ken
and she drive to the funeral of a former colleague of Ken’s in the tyre-remoulding business.We
have seen Alice as victim; but there is also another view of her. Tim dutifully sees his parents
from time to time. These may both boast to other people about his achievements; but both of
them are incapable of showing their approval of him, which he longs for. So he is always in a
foul mood afterwards. Natalya has to suffer silently from Alice’s fault-finding.Tim and Natalya are
very well off, but both lust after an ever-more luxurious way of living – Natalya because she has
come from a very poor background, has grown up in an orphanage, and had worked in a
hostess club in London, where Tim had met her. Natalya feels very insecure. A house even
more magnificent than their current splendid one is on the market. They buy it, but do not feel
comfortable in it. There are two superbly described scenes of the tension between Tim and his
parents and also between Tim and Natalya.Alice’s friend Dot, of whom Ken does not approve, is
also in a bad marriage. She has left her husband and thinks Alice ought to leave Ken. Alice can’t
bring herself to do this, but she puts some money she has kept in cash into a Nationwide



account. There will be a violent climax when Ken discovers that she has done this, which forces
Alice to leave home. She first flees to Tim’s house, but he doesn’t want to get involved: he has
always been frightened by his father, and says that fighting is just “what they do” and have done
for as long as he can remember.Finally we meet “the other son”: Matt, now forty-two, has a part-
time job in a restaurant above Aix-en-Provence. He is in a loving homosexual relationship with
the handsome Canadian, Bruno Campbell, 29. Bruno is the - as it turns out later - adopted son
of loving parents who run an art gallery and let him live, rent-free, in a summer-house they own
and which he shares with Matt. We learn about Matt’s childhood, how he had suffered from
Ken’s violence towards him and Tim, and especially about a traumatic event when he was
eleven, involving a dog and an especially violent outburst of Ken’s. It was a life-changing event
for him, and ultimately led to him cutting loose from his parents, and, in due course, finding
happiness with Bruno.Alice eventually finds refuge from Ken with Matt in France. She arrives
here as her usual fault-finding self, and is at first shocked by finding her son in a homosexual
relationship. But Bruno not only wins her over, but gently tells her that she would be happier if
she didn’t criticize so much and would not always look on the negative side of things. Eventually
she takes this on board, becomes happier than she has ever been, and comes to realize that, in
his spartan way, Matt, too, is happier than the money-mad Tim and Natalya can ever be. She no
longer has to worry about him and can even tell him that she is proud of him.”

gizmo, “Superb. Again I love love loved The Other Son. The characters at times were not very
pleasant, however once you become aware of their back story you are able to have more
empathy. Alice's growing awareness of her own narrow thinking and how unbearable life with
Ken has really been was very well drawn out. Again Mr Alexander highlighted the subtle horrors
of domestic abuse and how Alice through trying to protect her children and herself she had
enabled Ken. I am now going to read The Other Son at Christmas. Then onto more of Nick' s
books.”

Evans, “Brilliantly observed. I loved this book, although I didn't realise until I had finished it that I
had previously read a couple of other of Nick Alexander's novels, which I think illustrates his
flexibility as a writer, nothing was formulaic about this novel.The characters are briliantly
observed, I really like the way that the reader is led along a path by one character in their
description of another and then is made to see the other side of that relationship when the
narration turns to the other character. This was particularly true of Natalya, who seemed quite a
cool and distant daugher in law when described by Alice but then turned out to be one of my
favourite characters in the book.It is an excellent portrayal of family relationships, I am sure will
strike a chord with many readers as it certainly did with me - I recognised several of my own
family in there.I've just noticed that there is a short story as a sequel to this book and can't wait
to read it as The Other Son leaves you at a point of just wanting to know more.Highly
recommended.”



Marian Chawner, “Making those who may not be so comfortable with any of the above. What a
touching story. So many emotional feelings. Domestic abuse, a very difficult issue to highlight.
Both from the abused and the effect it has on children and siblings. Although a serious topic,
humour also filters through this novel. Relationships in general are explored, in getting and
homosexual ways. Tastefully. Making those who may not be so comfortable with any of the
above, understand the impacts it has on those concerned. Denial that anything is incorrect with
violence. Alcohol abues, aggression, and anger, resulting in flash points. This story is genuinely
very, very good. I throughly enjoyed this, and always do with Nick's books. A must read for all
those wishing to read, a descriptive novel that is both heart warming and believable.”
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